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Bloodmobile
goal not met

D.C. seminar in January
By Carol Rittenhouse
What do Chief Justice Warren
Burger, former Secretary of the In
terior James Watt and Steve Bell
from ABC News have in common?
They have all been speakers at the
annual Federal Seminar held each
winter in Washington, D.C. ’
T his w inter, the Federal
Seminar, sponsored by the Na
tional Association of Evangelicals
Office of Public Affairs, will be
held January 27-31, 1986.
The main purpose of the
Federal Seminar is to provide a
way for Christian students to
gather in Washington to see the
Christian side of politics.
Dr. Steven Pusey, last year's
sponsor to the seminar says, "There
is an attempt to find a balance bet
ween presenting conservative and
liberal views on various issues as
well as having speakers that repre
sent Christian Democrats and
Republicans."
Not only do the students get to

hear famous people like Watt and
Bell and tour the White House,"
they have the chance to see that
"Politics is not devoid of Chris
tianity. There are politicians that
are moral," states Pusey. Dana
Preusch, one of the last year's
representatives, comments, "It was
neat for me to realize there, are
Christiairis who are successfully
fulfilling the rigors of public office."
You say, T h a t sounds great,
but I'm not a history major." That's
no problem. You don't have to ma
joring in history or government or
any kind of political science.
"Any interested student can ap
ply," according to Pusey. All it
takes is $325, five days to spare and
the desire, to see the Christian side
of politics. “If they aren't interested
in politics, they shouldn't go. If
they are, it gives them a feel of
what the life of a politician entails,”
says Preusch.
Olivet has been a part of the
(Continued on page 2)
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By Jeff Myers
Most people feel uneasy at the
thought of giving blood, but for the
162 donors who gave "the gift of
life” on October 22 it was an
honor.
The Kankakee Red Cross,
sponsored by the Olivet Chapter of
Circle K, was pleased with the out
come of the blood drive in spite
of falling short of its goal of 175
by 13 pints.
The Red Cross started visiting
our campus eight years ago under
the sponsorship of Circle K. "Since
1980, Olivet has reached its goal six
out of the ten visits made by the
Red Cross," stated Joann Maas,
assistant director of blood services
for the Red Cross.
Beth Parnell, chairperson of
the blood drive, said, "We don't
often make our goal in the fall due

Janet Ashum giving “the gift of. life.”

(Photo by S. Crow)

(Continued on page 2)

Rev. Jim Diehl heads ONC fall revival
By Ted Dawson
Fall revival is already under
way, but what is happening is
neither the beginning of revival nor
the end of revival.
Months of preparation have
gone into making College Church's
1985 fall revival a special occasion.
For instance, Dr. John Bowl
ing, pastor of College Church, sent
letters to his congregation one
month ago to ask them to do at
least two things. First of all, he ask
ed them to pray for the upcoming

services, and secondly, he asked
them to attend the services.
“Revival doesn't come out of a
speaker's notebook or a singer's
songbook,” said Bowling. "It comes
when the congregation has an open
heart to hear what God is saying to
them.”
In an effort to create such an
atmosphere, College Church has
had various prayer groups working
through prayer in order to prepare
for the intense week.
The revival services began on

Wednesday night and are planned
to continue through Sunday. The
evening services will begin at 7
p.m. through Saturday, while the
meetings will be held at 8:30 and
10:50 on Sunday morning, and at 6
p.m. Sunday night.
Reverend Jim Diehl is this
year's speaker, while Dr. Gary
M oore w ill m inister through
music.

And as a special treat, Dr. Ray
Moore will join his brother Gary
for the weekend services. Ray
Moore is a former member of the
Olivet faculty and also served as an
instructor of music at Nazarene
Theological Seminary for 13 years.

. “And revival is also a time that
the college campus needs every
Ray Moore is the founder of year for a spiritual breakthrough,"
the "Showers of Blessing" broad- explained Bowling. T h e students
are making important decisions in
. cast.
their lives about relationships ana
vocations, and they are in a better
situation if they are right with God.
"College is an intense ex
perience, you are eating, sleeping,
studying and basically living with
the same group in close quarters.
Some of the problems that occur
are often magnified that could
otherw ise , be easily handled.
Hopefully revival can allow the
students to be closer to God and
have more time alone with Him.

CAMPUS CANDID

and he’s THIS tall, mom!

spiritually they might need the ex
tra encouragement that revival of
fers. They might make a decision
that they might not otherwise
make.

Rev. Jim Diehl

Dr. Gary Moore

Diehl is presently the superin
tendent of the Colorado district,
and also served as the superinten
dent of Nebraska at one time, as
well as pastoring churches in
Oskaloosa, Iowa, and Atlanta,
Georgia.
He is also very acquainted with
a college atmosphere, being an
Olivet alumnus of 1959 and serving
as an assistant to the president of
Mid-America Nazarene College in
the past.
“He (Diehl) is a very capable
speaker," said Bowling. "He does a
lot of speaking at revivals and
camp meetings as well as perform
ing his superintendent duties."
Gary Moore also carries high
credentials to College Church. He
has won various awards in the field
of music and has performed na
tionally. Gary Moore is often refer
red to as the best soloist in the
Nazarene denomination.
He is known best as the direc
tor of music and soloist for the
radio broadcast 'Showers of Bless
ing."

"Gary Moore is a very gifted
singer, he is the top soloist in the
Church of the Nazarene, and he led
the choir at General Assembly this
year," pointed out Bowling. “When
he and his brother join together,
they should make a terrific team.
"Revival is very important to a
church,"■stressed Bowling. "First, it
is the renewal of Christians. It is a
mistake if we think that revival is
just a time for non-Christian peo
ple. The primary goal is for
renewal.
"I think that the everyday grind
of life can get at us as it dulls our
fervor and spirits, it becomes very
important to set aside a week in
which we can focus intently on
spiritual things. Revival is a time
we can block out other distractions
and hear God’s voice as we should.
"Secondly, it is a time for
evangelism," continued Bowling.
“A concerted effort is made as there
is a call to the people for
repentence, and that's important. If
someone is on the borderling

"We’re expecting a very signi
ficant week," said Bowling. "It is a
time when we can look again at our
lives, and a time to listen to what
God has to say about our lives."
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Washington trip

NEWSLINE

(Continued from page 1)
Federal Seminar for 20 years. This
year Olivet will be represented by
nine students and one sponsor.
They are Bruce Chapman, Chad
Combs, Angela Griffin, Mike Tebo,
Kevin Singletarry, Eric Johnson,
Nanette Crook, Wendy Johnson
and Stephanie Herman. The spon
sor has not yet been chosen.
The students will leave on
January 27 and travel by van to
Washington. Once there, they will
stay at the Capital Holiday Inn.
They will return on January 31.
Although the representatives
for this winter are already chosen,
it’s not too early to start looking in
to this program for the winter of
1987. "Save your pennies,” en
courages Pusey. ”1 would en
courage anyone ter look forward to
the future concerning this program.”

By Phil Davisson
Are you feeling bogged down and clogged up? Then it's time to
shake off and clean out the cramped-in campus refuse. Read on to
find out about some of the major news stories of the past two
weeks, and tune back in to what's happening beyond the borders of
ONC.

Charlotte, N.C.
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, the religious leader of the commune
in Rajneeshpuram, Oregon, was arrested here after his jet landed
October 28. Officials charge that he was trying to illegally flee the
country to Bermuda in order to evade prosecution in Portland on 35
grand jury indictment charges. Earlier, his lawyers had unsuc
cessfully tried to make bail agreements with officials of the court.
The guru maintains his innocence, stating that he was just going to
North Carolina to see friends and rest after all the problems going
on in the commune recently.

San Francisco
A 33-year-old man recently received a human heart in a
transplant that followed four days of waiting during which he was
kept alive by mechanical heart additions, called Toratec pumps.
These work alongside the heart to keep it functioning. The week
before, in Pennsylvania, two men were also helped using similar
techniques. The first was kept alive using a Jarvik-7 heart to replace
his own until a human heart donor could be found. The second man
was saved using the same procedure but utilizing a new mechanical
heart, the Penn State heart. The mechanical heart transplants puts
the total number of articicial harts that have fully replaced human
hearts to eleven.

Bloodmobile
(Continued fi;om page 1)
to so many people involved in
sports."
When the Red Cross visited the
campus this semester, it was in
need of blood. The blood that is col
lected from the Kankakee County
area is tested and stored in Peoria.
From there it is dispensed to 42
-hospitals in the northeastern
region of Illinois. Peoria reported
having only 25 pints of blood put
ting it in desperate need of more
blood. “They really need us,” said
Maas. -a!>.
The Red Cross was pleased
after recording 66 walk-ins and 38
first-timers on its October 22
visit. First-timer Linda Penwell
said, "I'm giving blood because
other people need it." Krista Marsh,

Washington, D.C.
President Reagan met with four Soviet journalists October 31 in
the Oval Office, an interview that has been long publicized and
awaited. This marks the first such meeting of a U.S. president with
the Soviet press since the Kennedy presidency. Reagan said in
preliminary speeches, that he hopes the interview will help to end
the mistaken ideas that the two nations hold about each other. An
offer was made by Reagen to have him speak freely on Soviet televi
sion, but no response has been made. The discussion with the jour
nalists centered around the summit talks in Geneva, and the SDI
system of nuclear devense proposed by Reagen, a system common
ly called "Star Wars" and one that Soviets clearly oppose.

Jerusalem
It was reported here recently that Israel has made a proposal to
include the nation of Jordan in controlling and governing the West
Bank territory now held by Israel. This territory was taken from Jor
dan by Israel in a war in 1967. 750,000 Palestinians now live in the
West Bank area, and this proposal would effectively allow them
some measure of self-government. Any moves toward this end are
opposed by rightwing members of Israel's fragile coalition govern
ment.
The three remaining Soviet hostages taken here September 30
were released October 30. The fourth was killed September 31. The
Soviet Embassy personnel were released after many threats that a
fine search of the area was made by Soviet allies in Beirut, including
the leftist Druse militia and members of the Shiite Moslem Amal
movement, all of whom also take part in guarding the embassy.
These factions of the nation have been at civil war with many
other groups, including the ones claiming responsiblity for the kid
napping, for over a decade.

Rome
Italy's 44th government since World War II will continue, after
the members of the shaky coalition government repaired its
wounds following the hijacking of the Italian cruise ship, the release
of a key figure in the terrorist movement, and the subsequent
resignation of Prime Minister Bettino Craxi. A small faction of the
coalition pulled out in protest of Craxi’s reaction to the hijacking, ef
fectively destroying the coalition. Italy's head of state, President
Cassiga, has asked Craxi to hold a vote of confidence after returning
Craxi’s official resignation papers.

Orbitting the Earth

j

By Cheryl Shira
Beginning in February, six
music students will be giving
senior recitals. They are: Charles
Taylor, JoAnne Lichte, Jeff Webb,
Kay Buker, Jan Stice and" Pam
Degner.
Tenor Charles Taylor will per
form February 15. His music in
cludes “An Die Feme Geliebte" by
Beethoven; "Toreadour" from
Carm en; "How .Art Thou Fall'n” by
Handel; “If Doughty Deeds" by Sir
Arthur Sullivan; "My Lady Walks
in Loveliness” by C. Charles; ”Sea
Fever" by John Ireland; “Udite,
amanti" and “Salve Amiche.” He
will be accompanied by Bonnie
Agner on .the piano. Taylor says he
is tentatively planning to use a
woodwind trio also.
JoA nne Lichte, a mezzosoprano, says she will perform
operatic arias from Carmen, O rfeo
and Samson and D elilah as well as
Freitch, German and Italian art
songs. Diana Miller will be ac
companying her on the piano.
Says Lichte, "I am working on an
honor project concerning the life
and music of Ralph Vaughn
Williams and I’ll be performing a
song Cycle of his in partial fulfill
ment of the honors project. The
song cycle la m doing is written for

Faculty Appreciation Week Nov. 18-23
By Nicole Miller
November 18-23 is designated
as Faculty Appreciation Week at
Olivet. Sponsored by the sopho
more class, this is the second year
for honoring Olivet's professors in
this fashion.
After last year's Faculty Appre
ciation Week it was decided to
assign the different days of the
week to each class and to ASG.
Each will be responsible for the ac
tivity of that day. This allows every
student to participate and doesn't
overload the sophomore class.
.........“Faculty Appreciation Week

V i

By Teresa Ulmet

Mr;

Vice President o f Spiritual Life

Psalm 139:23-24 says,
<
"Search me, O God, and know my heart;
test me and know my anxious thoughts.
See of there be any offensive way in me,
and lead me in the way everlasting.”
Since this is the week of revival it seems fitting that the last part
of this Psalm should be used in our personal lives to prepare us for
it. Although God already knows our hearts and out thoughts—let us
open ourselves to the sensitivity of the Holy Spirit.
Sometimes we become so self-righteous in our attitudes that we
are sure nothing could be wrong or out of place in our lives. Let's
open up. Become vulnerable to the convicting power of the Holy
Ghost.
Ask yourselves these questions:
Am I rationalizing anything in my life?
Do I talk the way Jesus would talk if He were here?
Am I as sensitive to the needs of others as Christ would be?
Do I act in a manner worthy of the high-calling of God, in
Christ Jesus?
5. Do I glorify God through my life? •

1.
2.
3.
4.

I am so concerned that we be completely honest with ourselves
this week. This can be a great beginning to a renewing time with
our Savior.
Search me - and know my heart.
I love you, O God.

another first-timer, replied, ”My
friends talked me into it.”
To best illustrate why she was
giving blood, Phyllis Harris',
secretary to the registrar, gave her
personal experience. "My son had
to have a transfusion once.”
Giving blood is important, but
it's not all the Red Cross is involved

in. It gives classes in first aid,
life-saving and CPR. Also, they
have a disaster program which
helps disaster victims. If you would
like to be a Red Cross volunteer,
call 933-2286.
To save others, you must give
of yourself.

Senior recitals begin Feb. 15

Beirut

In the space shuttle Challenger, a record-number 8 crew
members are completing a unique mission in shuttle history. The
shuttle, which blasted off October 30 and is scheduled to land
November 6, carries five Americans, two German scientistsr and
one Dutch physicist. This flight is special because it is the first to be
used for primarily European experiments, this time for the Ger
mans. Germany, sponsoring the $67 million mission, will control
the movement of the experiments, directing it from special radar
dishes in the West German countryside. _

Putting it
together

appreciation notes to faculty
members.
Thursday, November 21 —Fol
lowing the home men's basketball
game, the junior class will sponsor
a pie and ice cream social for facul
ty in Ludwig Center.
Friday, November 2 2 -Freshm en
will be contacted by Kip Robisch,
freshman class president, to send
Tuesday, November 19- S tu  appreciation notes to faculty
dents previously signed up will members.
take faculty members to lunch.
Sunday, November 2 4 -A SG
Wednesday, November 2 0 — and all class council will be serving
Seniors will be contacted by senior Thanksgiving dinner to faculty
class president, Rod Thill, to send members in Ludwig Center.

has become a tradition that we’ll
try to maintain and pass on to
future sophomore classes," said
Paul Riley, sophomore class presi
dent.
Monday, November 18-A SG
will sponsor coffee and donuts at
9:30 a.m. in the E. W. Martin
Room for all faculty members. -

voice and violin, and Scott Apple
will be the violinist."
Jeff Webb, performing with
Lichte on March 6, has tentatively
set up his program as follows: two
Debussy preludes, and adagio by
Mozart, a fantasy by Schumann,
and “Rag Caprice,” a 20th century
piece by Milhoud that uses jazz
rhythms. Webb is a piano music
education major.
On April 5, soprano Kay Buker
w ill sing M ozart's "Exultate,
jubliante," La Bonne Cuisine" (five
recipes) by Bernstein; ”12 Poems by
Em ily D ickinson " by Aaron
Copeland; and "Cycle of Holy
Songs" by Ned Rorem. Dawn Mon
tgomery will provide piano accom
paniment. There will be a string
quartet for "Exsultate, jubilate.”
There should also be a section of

excerpts from famous musicals and
operattas," said Buker.
Soprano Jan Stice and violinist
Pam Degner will share a recital on
April 27, because both are music
education majors, not music per
formance majors, said Stice. She
will be accompanied by Carla
Henry on the piano. Early next
semester she will begin choosing
songs to perform.
Degner will play a Heyden
concerto, and possibly a Bach par
tita, both unaccompanied. When
asked to name something original
about her performances! Degner
replied, "As far as I know, I’m the
only violin major in the school.”
All performances begin at 7:30
p.m. in Kresge Auditorium.

Kappa Delta Pi review
By Lee Ann Pence
Kappa Delta Pi is an organiza
tion composed of junior and senior
education majors with a 3.2 or bet
ter grade point average. Dr. Sara
Spruce sponsors this organization.
The officers for 1985-86 are:
Patty Davidson, president; Jayne
Pickering, vice-president; Diane
Miller, secretary; Dr. Westfall,
treasurer; and Lee Ann Pence, hisThe activities of the year began

September 25 at Dr. Westfall's
home with a beginning-of-the-year
social. Several ideas for activities
were discussed.
One major project considered
was the tutoring of adult illiterates
in the Kankakee area. The officers
felt this would bring personal
satisfaction and would be good ex
perience for future educators.
Any Kappa Delta Pi members
interested in the tutoring program
may contact Patty Davidson

-COUPON-

Come to

— DENNY’S —
fo r those la te n ig h t s tu d y s e s s io n s !

Buy One Sandwich
Get a FREE Regular Coke
Sunday-Thursday 12 pm - 3 am
ARMOUR ROAD DENNY’S ONLY
»COUPON«
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Two lessons from cold dogs
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“As I said, the hotdogs were frozen.”

“Th en .. .the animals!’

What’s a Concert Band Member?

Ten easy steps to put you in the know
By Jack Calhoun
What do you know about Con
cert Band?
1. They play at Homecoming
and graduation. 2. Their most
famous piece is 'Sleigh Ride" which
they play in the last chapel before
Christmas break. 3. They all wear
black.
If this has been your limit of
exposure to the Concert Band it's
time you learn more, and the best
way to learn more about the band
is to get to know a Concert Band
Member (CBM).
That shouldn't be too hard;
after all, there are 45 of them walk
ing around campus. Howev.er,
some guidelines on building a
friendship with a CBM can't hurt.
Here are 10 easy steps.
1. Know something about the
band's history. This will be im
pressive. Know that the Concert
Band is the oldest musical organi
zation on campus (69 years old),
and that Dr. Harlow Hopkins has
been director for 29 of those years.
Other directors have included
Hugh Gi Benner and Dr. Donald
Gibson.
2. Don't ask the CBM to sit
with you at the home football
games. He is playing in the 'Spirit
Band.”
3. Don't use any cute puns
around him referring to the band
(e.g., “whatever toots your horn,' or
“getting down to brass tacks').
4. Know his concert schedule.
This way you will know when they
won't be on campus. They have
their fall tour coming up Novem
ber 15-17. They will also have two
tours in the spring.
5. Buy donuts from the CBM
selling them. Three times a week

msm

1985-86 Concert Band
different CBMs sell donuts for 254
as a fund-raiser.
6. Don't confuse Doc Hopkins
(band director) with Doc Newcomb
(band president).
7. Know that spiritual develop
ment is a priority in the band. All
CBMs interviewed affirm that Dr.
Hopkins is a very good example of
a man who sets spiritual matters as
a top priority and exemplifies the
Christian life. Each practice and on
tours the band has devotions
together, led by the band chaplain.
Each CBM also has a prayer part
ner.
8. Every time you mention
"Florida" in the presence of a CBM
you will see the excitement build.
They have been having car washes
and selling the aforementioned
donuts as fund-raisers for this trip
during which they will play at
Disneyworld and various other
spots along the way.

9. Go to their campus concerts
at Christmas and in the spring.
10. Understand that there will
be a time in April during which
your CBM will be feeling privileg
ed to play under a nationallyknown conductor. In the past these
conductors have included; John
Paynter, president of the World
Band Association; Mark Hindsley,
conductor of Bands Emeritas;
Frederick Ebbs, directed bands at
Indiana University and University
of Iowa. This year the guest con
ductor will be Jim Curnow, acting
director of bands at the University
of Illinois and a composer. These
guest conductors are made possible
by Mr. Kurt Brady.
You now should have the
knowledge necessary to successful
ly encounter and make friends
with a member of the ONC Con
cert Band.

Youth advocate program underway
By Jennifer Wilkins
The "Advocates for Youth" pro
gram, a service of the Kankakee
County Probation Office, is pro
viding troubled youth with friends.
These friends are called "advo
cates.” Any interested volunteer ad
vocates were invited to attend
training sessions on October 29,
November 5 and November 7.
These two-hour sessions instructed
people in their roles as advocates.
A qualified advocate must be at
least 18 years old, make a six
month commitment, and spend a
minimum of six hours per week
with their assigned minor.
Assigned minors often are
described as disadvantaged youth.
These youth may come from
broken homes and have serious
family problems.
One purpose of an advocate is
to provide a positive role model for
youth. An advocate may have the
opportunity to give direction and
guidance to the youth's life;
Janet Moutray, a senior Social
Justice major doing field placement
work at the probation office, said,
"You need to show these kids that
life can be better than what they're
living." She added that "the teens

can really look up to someone who
cares enough to be there for them."
Advocates are responsible for
planning activities together with
their minor in cooperation with the
minor's family. Moutray says that
"the advocate is to support and
reinforce the family and family ac
tivities."
In addition to family activities,
other suggestions are going to
basketball games, seeing films, and
having Cokes together. Advocates
may also be called upon to provide
moral support in the event of a

scheduled court hearing.
This program is voluntary.
Neither the youth nor the ad
vocates are forced to participate.
Many personality factors are taken
in to
c o n s id e r a tio n
w h en
assignments are made to avoid
possible compatability problems.
Additional information about
the program may be obtained by
co n ta ctin g C raig B ish op at
939-2970, 8:30 to 4 p.m. Bishop is
the resource coordinator for the
probation office located in the
Kankakee Country Court House.

Writers Workshop set
Kankakee's own ’Erma Bombeck,' Denise Crosby, will be the
featured speaker at a November 16
Writers Workshop from 9:30 a.m.
to noon, sponsored by the
Kankakee Area Writers.
Crosby, a feature writer for 3Vi
years at The Daily Journal, writes in
true Bombeck style about mother
ing her three young children (ages
7, 5 and 2) or being a motorcycle
mama with a cycle gang. She mixes
humor with life's experiences.

At the workshop, Crosby will
speak on “Writing That People Will
Read." Also, Betty M orrison,
Kankakee Area Writers member,
will conduct a session on "Our
Changing Lanugage.' Between the
two sessions there will be com
plimentary refreshments.
The . workshop will be in
Wisner Hall of Nursing at Olivet.
Open to the public, the workshop
fee is $4 for non-members, $2 for
members and $1 for students. For
more information, call 933-9988 or
932-1276..............................

By Jay Martinson
I was really looking forward to the junior class-sponsored Hallo
ween party. A hotdog roast, a romantic hayride under the stars, and
tons of flavored popcorn to eat during a spine-chilling film. And best
of all, I wouldn't have to pay for my date since she's on the junior
class council. What more could I ask?
Saturday came. After a hurried lunch, I walked Jeanette back
to McClain's kitchen where the other class council members and
their friends (Susan Fortune, Michelle Anderson, Marcie Misar,
Penny Davis and Chris Stimson) were busy making the flavored
popcorn. Well, that's an understatement. Susan Fortune (alias: Julia
Childs) was a sticky mass of caramel, cocoa, butter and Karo syrup.
There were garbage bags,full of popcorn. The girls were busy mix
ing up panfuls of each different flavor and then taking them over to
different lounge kitchens to bake.
The girls had started in the morning and continued baking, bag
ging, and laughing until late in the afternoon- Out on the front line
(at the Rosenboom farm), Dan Meador, junior class president, and
other class officers were busy preparing for the event. There was
food to be brought out and set up. There was also film and sound
projection equipment to arrange, along with several campfires to be
started and fed. There was enough work to keep many of them busy
all day.
Well, evening finally came. Jeanette and I, after purposely
having skipped supper (looking forward to the hotdogs, cookies,
popcorn, cider, etc., etc.) headed off to Rosenbooms in the Jeep.
Then I got worried when the Jeep died about two miles west on
Route 17. Though it was running rough and I was feeling financially
ill, it started again and got us out to the farm.
Jeff Myers and Toni ONiel (both shivering from the cool Oc
tober evening) took our tickets as we drove down the driveway.
After being directed by flashlight-waving Scott Chamberlain, we
parked the Jeep. We sat there a few minutes. I was still depressed
about my Jeep's new disease, but knew that the fun-filled party
would get me over it.
We got no further than the food tent. There were potato chip
bags to open, cider to be poured, and hotdog buns and frozen hot
dogs to separate. While my free date and 1 helped Julia Fortune
(looking a little worse for the wear, but still working like a mad
woman) prepare these things, a party warmer game and devotions
were going on up in the barn.
Th en . . . the animals. When devotions were over, the crowd
stampeded down the hill toward the food, and the few of u s. . .it
wasn't a pretty sight. I haven't seen such animalistic behavior since
the famous WHO concert, or possibly last year's women's dorms
sign-up morning.
As I said, the hotdogs were frozen., That's what the campfires
were for. No big deal, right? Wrong! It seemed that as every odd
numbered person in line came to the table, he had to announce to
the person next to him that “They're frozen! I can't believe it! They're
frozen!" One Such odd person found it necessary to demonstrate his
emotions by tossing the frozen weiner from his plate into the air
behind him. (This distraught young man apparently was unaware
of the hassles involved in obtaining 320 weiners.) T h e n -g et this—
he asked for another one. I casually looked over to Jeanette just in
time to see her grab the young man's plate and instruct him to hit
the road. I like her style!
With fingers numb from trying to hurredly dispense the frozen
wieners, I watched the last mongrel go through the line. There were
about four weiners left for the whole student council (plus me).
Somehow, Jeanette and I got one. The potato chips, the cookies,
the cups for c id e r-g o n e -a ll gone!
So with the hotdog and a three-quarter empty jug of cider, we
made our way to a dying campfire. We sat down just in time to see
the hay wagons take off into the night. It was probably just as well
that we missed it. Somehow I just knew that sitting next to Jean
ette Westenberger on a haynde would be like living in New York
City during WW3.
Then the clean-up of all the cups and plates lying around in the
grass and leaves. Please take note that these people were made up of
your class president and council members.
The movie. More importantly the flavored popcorn (chocolate,
caramel and cinnamon). There weren't enough bags for everyone so
the council members passed them all ouTto lucky receivers (a group
that did NOT include the council, or the ones who made the
popcorn).
Following the movie, the crowd dispersed, leaving council
members to sweep all of the dusty hay to the center of the barri so
that it could be loaded onto a wagon and removed.
You know, I learned a lesson. Actually two lessons. Lesson #1 Leadership is servanthood. I’ve heard this before but never have
seen it more clearly demonstrated than at the party. The people
elected to these positions are making themselves your servants.
It hurts me to hear people complain about their student council
being a group of people who don't do anything except try to gain
social position because of their office. Forget it, folks-it's not true!
It's a group of people who are willing to work to serve their
class. Any praise or social recognition they may get (if any), I assure
you, they deserve!
Jesus Christ was the ultimate example of leadership being ser
vanthood. The concept almost sounds' like a paradox, but as he
proved, is what true, strong leadership is all about.
•
My Jeep got us back to campus, and I was no longer depressed.
I had a fantastic time. It's not what you're doing, but rather w ho
you're doing it with that makes all the difference. I was also im
pressed by the junior class council. They're an impressive group!
And they helped me to learn that good leadership is servanthood. I
don't know how many of you thanked them for the fun party; but if
you didn't, it's not too late.
Oh, you're still wondering what the second thing was that I
learned? Lesson #2 - Be leery of a free date.
As I said, I enjoyed the party, and came away with two valauble
lessons, but Dan Meador, did you have to tell me (when it was all
over) that you guys used a stack of The Glimmerglass to start the
campfires? Come on, D an. . .
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Who cares? Apathy runs rampant on campus
Dear Editor:
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No time for clock tower

By Cathy Messino
ly. Elliot said that several attempts
On the floor of the \lilby have 'been made by the school to
Tower, a plaque has been placed restore the clock to working order,
with this inscription: “Tom walked but all have failed', j
these paths on his way to heaven."
Simplex, the manufacturer of
On Monday, October 25, 1956, the Milby clock, has, refused to
it was discovered that Thomas H. Climb up and work on it'; insisting
Milby, an Olivet student had that the clock be dismantled and,
leukemia, with a life expectancy of brought down to them. OlivefS ad
less than two weeks. The tower, ministration has decided against
which cost $28,000 was vbuilt with this. Elliot understands this idea, as
funds from ONC and Mr. and Mrs. several members of Olivet's staff
James Milby of Springfield, Tom's have been up on top of the tower.
parents.
“You don't feel real safe up there.
The tower was dedicated on Getting up is the hard part. It’s an
September 29, 1972. It was built on - unsafe thing."
. the spot where the Milbys first
Elliot concluded that the Olivet
learned of their son's disease, ac maintenance staff was not sure ex
cording to a college spokesman.
actly what will be needed to restore
The clock has ceased operation the clock to working order. Tests
.or approximately a decade, accor done in the past by the college, as
ding to Efton Elliot of the recommended by the manufac
M aintenance Department. Ap turer, have not been able to solve
parently the controlled electrical ; the problem: Presently there are no
impulses that make the relays click further plans to attempt to fix it.
in each minute don't work proper-

We students have the potential
to literally change the world. All
right! Fire up! Get excited! But
what is that I am hearing? I believe
I am hearing that college students
. do not believe we can change the
world; but what worries me more
is that most do not even care.
Apathy has swept college cam
puses, even Christian campuses
like Olivet.
I wish we had the zeal and
idealism that college students in
the 1960s had. They cared about
important issues: their right to
vote, the draft, civil rights, peace,
justice, and others.
Today we are concerned about
issues also, but they are not about
politics or major global problems.
Look at what Olivet is concerned
about: Can Christians own VCRs?
Can Christians marry non-Chris
tians? Is Halloween a no-no for
Christians? Should Christians listen
to rock music? And the real clinch
e r - i s Amy Grant justified in swit
ching to a secular record label?
It is not that I think these
issues are ridiculous, it is that I can
not understand why we waste our
time on them while half a world
away the continent of Africa is fall
ing to pieces due to the evil of apar
theid. Hunger is costing the world
40,000 human lives a day. The
arm s race is proceeding at
breakneck pace; the entire earth is
constantly endangered by nuclear
war. Governments are_ corrupt.
The church is becoming polluted
by materialism. But nobody cares.
Why not return to the 60s and get
something done?
It is too bad, however, that “the
estab lish m en t" con sid ers the
decade of the 1960s to be a horri
ble, turbulent time when old mor6s
were discarded and God was mur
dered. (Remember Altizer's contro-

versial book? It is in the library.)
I agree that the 60s were chal
lenging years, but at least people
cared about what was going on! I
have a tape by Anthony Campolo
in which, he states his desire to
return to the 1960s because the on
ly thing students care about today
is how to make money.
Campolo feels that God used
atheist students in the 1960s to do
His will because they were the
ones who cared, they were the
ones protesting, they were the ones
marching, they were the ones who
wrote their congressmen, and they
were the ones who got arrested -it
should have been the church.
I urge you, not only as
students, but as Christians to join
the fight we have been absent from
for too long. My best friend march
ed in a nuclear freeze rally in
Chicago two years ago. He had to
march with students and gay acti
vists because the church did not
march. God has to use people like
Bob GeldorfJH Michael Jackson,
Harry Belafonte, Willie Nelson and
Little Steven Van Zandt to lead the
way in charity entertainment
causes.
I talked to an Olivet student
about apartheid recently, and she
said we ought to let that govern
ment handle its own problems. (I
felt like saying, “Then we had bet
ter not send any missionaries over
there, because that country can
worry about its own unsaved peo
ple.“)
Many students are so unin
formed that they think SDI is a
good idea, and the day of Novem
ber 19 has no significance to them.
Rise up, Christian students!
We can change the world! But
nobody cares. Jay Kesler says that
today's youth are apathetic because
they know just enough about the
world to think they don't matter

BLOOM COUNTY

(Christianity Today, October 18
1985, p. 20).
Ted Koppel compares our
generation to his generation of the
1950s because both have cared so
^ little. Koppel believes Ronald Rea
gan is popular on campuses
because he reduces everything to
an easy answer and provides confi
dence for us so that we do not have
to think (N ew sw eek on Campus,
November 1985, p. 10). Let us fight
the apathy that binds us and press
on to change our world.
Religious leaders have induced
much of this apathy. Jerry Falwell
went to South Africa and all but
destroyed a rebellion with his unin
formed and ridiculous remarks.
Chuck Milhuff talked to us about
drawing the line on morality. A
friend of mine could not unders
tand why Nazarenes are against
violence in movies that Chuck
spoke about, but they do not take a
stand against the violence of war.
Less important issues (e.g.
Amy Grant, VCRs and Milhuff) are
dragging the church down, I feel.
How can we change the world
when so many microethical issues
tie our legs up? And how can we
change the world if nobody cares?
Do not be overwhelmed at the
immensity of our task. We are not
alone; God is for us. What's more I
have noticed a slight movement
back to the grand 60s philosophy. I
saw a bumper sticker with the old
peace symbol on it last week, anti
apartheid demonstrations are hit
ting college campuses, and rum or,
has it that Arlo Guthrie iS singing
"Alice's Restaurant M assacre"
again!
Do hot let the older people tell
us we can not do it! We can change
the world. I know the task is great,
but what was it Jesus said about
mustard seeds. . . ?

Doc Newcomb

by Berke Breathed
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Home Ec offers nutrition tips
By Arthur J. Bogdanove, Ph.D.
For most of the world the ma
jor nutrition concern is food supp
ly. For most Americans, the major
food concerns are probably taste,
cost, convenience, effect on the
figure, and, last of all, health af
fects.
The nutrition-related diseases
(heart attack, stroke, adult-onset
diabetes and, perhaps, some
cancers) which kill and/or disable
most Americans may not concern
the college student because they
have long "incubation periods.”
Furtherm ore, college age
students are relatively resistant to
the effects of poor eating habits in
the short run. However, eating
habits car. affect appearance, vitali
ty, and even learning ability in the
short run as well as in the long run.
Fortunately, food choices con
ducive to short run health are not
at all at odds with those conducive
to long-term health. Furthermore, a
healthy diet can be inexpensive
and convenient and will taste at
least as good as a poor diet.
The central idea in healthy
eating is to provide adequate
amounts of nutrients (vitamins,

minerals/ etc.) without exceeding
caloric needs. It is easy to accom
plish this when (the /diet is based
mostly on natural foods.
Vitamin-mineral supplements
are sometimes used to compensate
for poor food choices. These pills
may help, but when used without
professional guidance can offbalance or even poison the body.
College-age women may need
iron supplements to compensate
for a-high need and low intake (due
to a low food intake) but otherwise
unless eating habits are poor,
vitamin-mineral pills are needed
only in illness, injury, surgeiy,
severe stress, pregnancy, and in
some infants. Again, they should
be used only under professional
guidance. A dietitian, doctor,
nurse, or pharmacist can advise
you.
Nutrition is a fertile field for
entrepreneurship and quackery.
The consume/ needs to learn to
distinguish between nutrition in
formation and nutrition persua
sion. The best way to do this is to
read a textbook on nutrition or to
take a nutrition course.

Record Review
By Milo Singleton

I B H
B I B b0 ™1«7 1 sPel1 W-a-t-c-h-m-e-n. That's right, the Watchmen have a new album
out called In His M ajesty s Sacred Service, after the famous James Bond 007 movie. Also after the lames
Bond sequels are songs such as "Die and Then Live" and "For Your Heart Only." It's acutally a cute idea
and shows some originality especially on the album cover. . . six men dressed in spy outfts are featured
on the front with their identification status on the back.
Thisdeverideci is of course carried over through the lyrics which are kind if wishy-washy, but
nevertheless Christian While we're on the subject of wishy-washy lets talk briefly about the change in
their style of music. The Watchmen no longer represent the seemingly successful rock style they were
once noted for. Instead they seem to following the contemporary quartet style of the Vocal Band and
The Imperials.
Can the contemporary world handle another quartet group? Not like these guys. Basically all of
their music is slow and boring except for the title cut which might set Jim Channel's toes tapping and
be added to his Countdown on WCFL. To further upset matters, The Watchmen sing "That's When the
Angels Rejoice." Ever heard of it? Believe me, you've never heard it this bad before. They sing it slower
than Bill Pierce talks. I think the whole record was recorded in a time warp.
Sorry fellas, you might make a good Warm-up act some day but until then, keep on practicing For
today, you re only worth 1.5 stars.
6
Tear jerkingly yours,

MILO
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Orpheus Variety Show: Desperate John Lynn settles for Susan Fortune.

(Photo by J. Springer)

Letters to the Editor...
Dear Editor:
I hope you will print this letter
as I am deeply concerned and
grieved in my spirit over what we
witnessed at the Orpheus Variety
Show this evening. We saw a lot of
real talent and good skits but there
was one skit that was a real joyrobber for me. It was the one
where the men were dressed as
women. Has Olivet really become
that worldly? Why do they insist on
imitating the world and violating
Holy God's commandment? Have
our hearts become so dull? God is
still holy. There is not to be a hint
of sexual immorality among you.
Olivet, wake up! Because of those
things God destroyed the Canaanites from before Israel. Why
will y e die? Let's come to and keep
ourselyes unspotted from the
world. This is my prayer. God save
Olivet.
A concerned onlooker,
Gordon C. Armstrong

the back. As he still tried to find the
Dear Editor:
I would like to suggest that the doll, a blind woman had to stab
movie review committee recon him in self-defense.
I think that the people who like
sider the criteria on which it allows
movies to be shown at Olivet Naz- to view these movies might as well
go to the theater or rent a VCR. I
arene College functions.
I am referring to the movie believe thaf for us students who
"Wait Until Dark" that was shown choose not to view this type of
at Olivet's all-school Halloween movie, that we should not be sub
party on October 26. The second jected to seeing such at a college
person to appear on the screen was function. I think- that a college
function should be for Christian
a woman wearing a low-cut blouse.
The plot of the movie was that fun and fellowship.
I truly believe that our Nazthree men were trying to recover a
lost doll that contained heroin. The arene College should stand up for
woman whom I wrote about was its beliefs, morally and spiritually.
The people in our Chicago
murdered during the first 10
minutes of the movie. During the Central District should be able to
end of the movie, the man who kill tell a difference in the way we at
ed the woman decided he would Olivet believe. Thank you for
kill the other two men that he was allowing me to voice my opinion.
A concerned
working with. He ran over one
student at Olivet
man about five times with his car
Bruce A. Dillman
and he stabbed the other man in

If you're like me, you sometimes get uncomfortable when
you're called to pray in class or something. It’s not that you and the
Lord don't talk often, it's just that this situation is different. So, I'm
going to help you out. Next time you get called on to pray before
class, just use the convenient form prayer below.
Dear (Insert the particular nam e you wish.), we thank you
for this wonderful (m om ing/aftem oon/evening). Be with
Professor (whoever), as he helps us better understand
your creation through the study of (w hatever the class is
,
about). Amen.
Easy, isn't it? In no time at all you can master this pattern and
start to throw in little "extras" of your own. Try giving some thanks
or other kind of praise. Depending on the season, you can put in a
good word for Revival, Christmas or Easter. Just avoid anything
that sounds like confession. This isn't the place. Besides, most of
your class are already sanctified and don't need it. Anyhow, in no
time you'll be a natural.
Ready for your next lesson? This one can be real rewarding. It's
the testimony. Don't worry, using the same steps, you can be an ex
pert at this one, too.
I just can't sit here any more. Last week was really
rough. I had (mention how much school w ork you had).
<
And if that wasn't enough (insert personal crisis here).
The Devil was really tempting me to (quit/give up/have a
bad attitude/go home). But last night I came across this
passage: (Pick up any suitably optim istic passage from Our
D aily B read. I f B ible isn't your bag, any passage from a
"positive thinking" book will do). I think I'm going to make
it. Amen.
Now that's not too tough, is it? Now, are you ready for the final
challenge? Everyone has a little bit of preacher hidden deep inside
of him, some just a little deeper than others. Most of us will never
get the chance to speak in church, but there's always floor devo
tions. These are a little more difficult than prayer before class or a
testimony, but don't worry. I’ve given you all you need for a quick
devotional thought, suitable for everyday use.
Guys, I-really think we need to talk about our
(
1
)■ When you think about it, one of the only
ways people can really tell we are any different is by
2
), and I
our (
1
)■ The other day I was (
overheard two (
3
) talking. I was really
/. Folks, we
(
4
). I thought to myself (
5
). If we aren't
really need to (
6
) our (
1
Are there any
careful, it can really get out of hand. —
prayer requests? (Pick anyone present), could you lead us
in prayer?
1.
A. Attitude
B. Language
, Actions
D. Devotional life

2.
A. In the quad
B. In the library
C. Eating lunch
D. Eavesdropping

3.
A. Townees
B. Professors
C. Students

4.

A.
B.
C.
D.

T h e Race is on!

Overjoyed
Amazed
Disgusted
Surprised

A. Do I sound like that?
B. How can they say that?
C. I wish I could be like that!

6.
A. Watch
B. Improve

No sweat. Maybe we could start to standardize all of our stuff.
Think how much easier life would be. Why, we.could take every lit
tle cliche, catch-phrase and prayer and assign it a number. If we
start to run out of time, we could just call out for Standard Chapel
Prayer #6, and everyone would know what was involved without
us ever having to spend the time. Visiting speakers could send a
i transcript of their message on ahead to be encoded by Dr. Lee's of
fice. The speaker could then get up, and read us the new, abridged
version. We would be out of chapel by 10:00 every time. What
could be nicer than that?
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Center. This newspaper is a publication of the Associated Students
of Olivet Nazarene College.
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Copy readers: Anne Jones, Jo Ellen Dunn, Shannon W il
son, Rose Hayse, Heidi Vastbinder
Layout: Paula Lane, Phil Davisson, Melinda Wedmore,
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After 20 years.

Education chairman Dr. Harry W estfall retires
By Sue Wheeler
"Teaching at ONC has been the
most challenging and enriching ex
perience in my life,” states Dr.
Harry Westfall, chairman of the
Education Department. After 19V4
years at ONC as a professor, in
cluding 16 as Education Depart
ment chairman, 6 years as director
of teacher education and 3 years as
chairman of the Division of Educa
tion and Psychology, Dr. Westfall
is now retiring.
Originally, from the west side
of Indianapolis, Westfall attended
Garden City Elementary, and Ben
Davis Jr. and Sr. High schools, the
same schools his grandchildren are
now attending.
Westfall became a Christian at
the age of 11 while attending
the Missionary Bands church in In
dianapolis. He became acquainted
with the Church of the Nazarene
and reaffirmed in Christian faith
through a young people's prayer
group. At that time he met his wife
Frances, and corresponded with
her during the two years he served
with the Army, stationed in Italy.
Only later did he find out that he
had misspelled her name in all his
letters.
In Italy, Westfall worked in a
field hospital unit which was bet
ween the evacuation hospitals and
the front line. They -needed to
always be prepared to move in a
single day, if necessary. He even
tually became the chaplain's assis
tant there,
On January 12, 1946, Westfall

married Frances in the Westbrook
Church of the Nazarene, and began
attending the Nazarene Church. He
says that one of the things that im
pressed him most about the
Nazarene church was the literature
they publish. He says it is really
some of the best C hristian
literature to be found.
W estfall attended a bible
school in Westfield, Indiana and
then went on to the Oakland City
College. He finished the four year
program in three years, while
pastoring in Oatsville, Indiana. He
graduated from Butler University
in 1953, and went on to attend the
Nazarene Theological Seminary,
where he graduated in 1955.
In 1957, Westfall was hired by
the Metro School District of
D ecatur Tow nship near In 
dianapolis to teach grade five. In
1963, he received his master's
degree in education, and in 1967,
his Ph.D., both from Purdue
University. All in all, Westfall says
he has spent 29 years in education
and 4 years as a pastor or minister.
Westfall has also been very ac
tive in the church. He has taught
many different age group Sunday
school classes, including a young
married adult class and various
children's classes. He has also serv
ed as chairman of the board of
Christian Life at College Church
and has been active in Chancel
Choir.
Westfall has two children, Bob
and Ruth (Westfall) Weber. Bob
works for Indiana Bell in In
dianapolis as a troubleshooter for

i

(Photo by J. Springer)

their computers. Ruth teaches at
the Indianapolis Westside Church
of the Nazarene's school. She is also
the director of children's ministries
there.
Upon retiring, Westfall plans
to return to Indianapolis where he
now serves as an administrative ad
visor to the Indianapolis Westside

Media Center policy change

Prof. Vanciel summed up the
first reason in this way: “This is a
M edia Center. People bringing in
their own equipment have tended
to dominate the consoles, thus in
terfering with the academic pur-:
suits of other students."
He also noted that there was an
abuse factor involved. The major
casualties of the students' computer
abuse total seven pieces of equip
ment, including a printer.
The second reason lies in the
area of circulation and statistics.
Vanciel pointed out that just as the
circulation of each book is recorded

SALADS,
DINNERS
SAN DW ICHES

in order to see what is in demand
for future ordering, the circulation
of software and other computer ac
cessories are similarly noted.
'The bringing in of outside
equipment interferes with the
media services as a business. We
could never know how to update
the Center in accordance with the
students'- needs," Vanciel stated.
Therefore, this could not be allow
ed to continue.
The need to preserve the
Media Center in its entirety is
especially important considering
there is a lack of funds in this area.
Vanciel commented, "At the
moment, there is no funding pro
vided for the repair of damaged
items. This has made it necessary
to be more conservative with the
access of equipment."
If the cu rren t program s
available in the Media Center are
utilized, this could provide proof
that additional funding for the
Media Services is necessary to

compensate for its heavy use.
Of all the students I've talked
with, the general attitude is best
summed up by Rob Hale, sopho
more computer hacker extrordinaire, who commented, "I feel
that this is a good idea, but they
went to the extreme. No games in
the afternoon is understandable;
however, games should be allowed
in the evenings for relaxation and
enjoyment after a day of classes."
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Kankakeeland’s Newest
Fashion & Accessory
Store for Women

345 W. Broadway
Bradley
933-8181

FASHIONS

BUY ONE PIZZA
GET ONE FREE!
Buy any size Little Caesars Original round
pizza at regular price, get the identical
pizza FREE with your Olivet ID!,

T H E FA M ILY PIZZERIA
FR EE DELIVERY TO C A M PU S

935-1212
12 Heritage Plaza
Bourbonnais
Closed Mondays

The decision as to who will
succeed Westfall as chairman of
the Education Department is not
yet finalized. Dr. Snowbarger is to
submit three names to the new
Dean of Academic Affairs, who
will make the decision.

When asked what was the
most important word of advice he
could give students, J Westfall
replied, "Establishing priorities so
that all areas have a part is very im
portant. Students must balance out
their schedule so that they benefit
socially, recreationally, spiritually,
and physically from their tenure at
Olivet."

**************** ***************

Report and opinion:
By Bill Cherry
The levels of Benner Library,
on any given night, are filled with
sounds of bustling, socializing, hur
ried students, many preparing for
something due the next day. These '
sounds of life begin to diminish as
one descends into the new quasiabandoned lowest level of the
'library ^ihe Media Center.
In front of each computer,
v,here excited students once sat, is
now draped a single piece of paper.
Though it is filled with many
words, the essence of the message
is forcefully c le a r .. .no games!
The ban of games and personal
diskettes of any kind has left a
flood of bewildered students in its
wake, but Professor Stephen Vandel, who is both in charge of Media
Services and acting police force for
the ban, gave two prime reasons
for the action. Neither is a personal
administrative hatred for games.

Christian School. He plans to spend
his winters in Florida.

939-0002
Krogor Shop’g
Center
WEM 11-20-85

JUST
ARRIVED
• The Latest Fall
& Winter Fashions
• Latest Styles
and Colors

• Challis
Skirts
• Sweaters
Galore!

COUPON

2000 Grinned Rd

• Homecoming
Dresses

• Stirrup Pant«

A
M

(% m il* M a t of Rt. 90)

933-9289
* CONVENIEVT HOURS •

10: 30- 6:30
CLOSED Tues. A Sen.
OR CALL FOR APROINTimn
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A departmental closeup...

Rating the pre-medical profession major at Olivet

Ron Angles, Fort Meyers, Florida, is a pre-med
major. He hopes to go to medical school after gradua
tion and serve his residency doing some type of
surgery. He says that he has profited in many ways
from Olivet's program. T think that one of the benefits
is being directly under a professor who has his doc
torate. Small class size is a definite benefit, he added.

v Thomas Richardson is a pre-dental major from
Seymour, Indiana. Following graduation from Olivet,
Tom hopes to finish his work at Indiana University.
Tom sees the amount of education that his professors
have as an asset, and enjoys the one-on-one contact
ONC students can have with their instructors.

Holle Pristach, a pre-med major from St. Anne, Il
linois, commutes to school every day. Being away
from campus has some drawbacks, she says. "You
can't run over and ask a professor any question you
might have.” However, she thinks the classes offer a
broad spectrum of the sciences. •

David Tingley, Galesburg, Illinois, plans to attend
med school and possibly go into some type of research
after graduation. He feels that the only drawback,to
Olivet's pre-med program was having the same prof
for four consecutive semesters. But he was impressed
that almost all his profs in his major and minor have
Ph.D.'s and are easily accessible. He also mentioned
that the student-prof ratio was much smaller than in a
state college, and that made classes more personal.

Mike Ulrich, resident director at Northside Apart
ments, is a zoology major. He is originally from Flint,
Michigan. Mike states that what really impressed him
most about the med major program was that the pro
fessor took on a ministry to challenge students to do
their very best. He has enjoyed the Christian atmos
phere, where it is easy to make the right decisions. He
plans to stay as resident director at Northside for one
more year and then possibly attend Kirksville Univer
sity in Missouri.
<— ■

Rod Thill, pre-med major from Mt. Gilead, Ohio,
says that the quality of the professors and their expec
tations helped immensely in preparing him for the en
trance exams to med school. He feels that med majors
with a liberal arts background are more well-balanced
and have an advantage. Rod has been accepted at
Ohio State University and plans to attend there after
graduation.

ONC

medprogram has a lot to offer

By Anne West
The medical'program at Olivet
demands a special kind of student.
It demands those who are dedi
cated and willing to work—work
hard to reach their goal. The deci
sion to come to Olivet could be an
asset for these students.
Dr. Larry G. Ferren, professor
of chemisty, says that Olivet pro
vides the "well-rounded people that
medical schools are looking for.”
Medical schools are seeking
people who are competent in areas
other than science, Ferren said.
Students are encouraged to get in■volved in extra-curricular activities
such as athletics or student govern
ment.
According to Dr. Ferren, there
are also some areas that he would
like to see improved. “I wish we
had some scholarships that we
could use to attract students.
Sometimes finances are a real hinderance," he said.
Another disadvantage is the
lack of keen competition present in
large institutions. T h e students do
work together though, and that is

good,"-he replied.
Majoring in medicine requires
a unique type of person. A person
must be dedicated and willing to
work, hard.
Dr. Robert W. Wright, pro
fessor of biology, said, "Students
have to have a long-term goal and
be disciplined enough to reach it."
Medical majors must be willing to
go beyond a course to seek more in
formation, he said. The key is lear
ning and learning well.
Dr. Ferren agreed, saying, “It's
not just a matter of getting an A, it’s
a matter of how much you learn.
You must really sacrifice to learn."
In the third year of pre-medical
instruction, students must take the
medical college admissions test.
They must work hard to be com
petitive on this test. Students
should be aware of the importance
of this, says Ferren. They shouldn't
take t the easiest courses; they
should be willing to take the harder
courses if these are the ones that
will help them the most.
Both

Dr.

Ferren

and

Dr.

Wright agreed that Olivet has a lot
to offer with their medical pro
gram. Dr. Wright said, "We feel
real good about the program. The
size of the school is such that
students get a chance to interact
with professors and to develop
abilities and responsibilities in
other areas."
Dr. Ferren confirmed this, and
added, T h ere are pros and cons
with it (The med program) as with
everything, but I think we have a
program that will take a student
and make him competitive. This
has been demonstrated in the past.”
After graduation from Olivet,
pre-med majors must go on for
more schooling. They must endure
another ten years of intense work,
including two years of basic
science, two years of clinical work,
and an additional two to six years
of internship.
This year there are six seniors
They are: Ron Angles, Thomas
Richardson, Holle Pristach, Rod
Thill, Mike Ulrich and David Tingley.

O.C.S.CAN HELP
YOU BRING OUT THE
LEADER IN YOU.
» .

v
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Arm y Officer-Candidate School
(O .C .S .) is a 14-week challenge that
will make you dig deep inside yourself
jfor mental and physical toughness.
It isn’t easy. But you’ll discover
what’s inside you. You’ll know you have
what it takes to lead. You’ll com e out
a trim, fit commissioned officer in the
Army, ready to exercise leadership
skills civilian companies put a pre
mium on.
If you’re about to get your degree
and you’re looking for the right chal
lenge, look into O .C .S .
Call your Arm y Recruiter.
SERGEANT RODRIGUEZ
9 3 *2 -4 3 1 5

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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VIEWPOINT
By Phil Davisson
The issue of whether or not a Christian should date and marry a nonChristian is one that has been debated at different times in the history of
the Church. We are currently in a period where the debate is not being
strongly fought. That there has been little talk about this subjectfately does
not point to the fact that there isn't a problem; often decisions are made
without the benefit of discussion, just as inaction can determine the out
come of a situation as quickly as action can. What the lack of debate dc<rs
indicate is that the decisions that are being made are ones made by ignor
ing or avoiding the situation.
The discussion of the issue from the Christian's perspective begins
with a consideration of God's will, as it is seen in the Bible, in Church
tradition, and in each individual's life circumstances. The Bible clearly
states that couples should "not be unequally y o k ed .. . " In the history of
the Church, especially recent history, this verse has been a guide for
Christians to avoid dating situations with non-Christians. Many in
dividuals have preferred a different view of the Bible, however, noting the
strength of a witness to non-Christians when the two people are "close."
This view does have value, as seen in testimonies of new Christians who
were saved only through the dating contacts with Christians.

Should
Christians
date
and/or
marry
nonChristians?

And to come to any rational
conclusion. ..
Passion blinds minds.
The issue, then, has become one of perspectives. If the solution is
decided at this point, either answer would have value, would be “correct."
But the problem with both views, indeed the whole issue, is that it involv
es “matters of the heart.” And to come to any rational conclusion, the issue
must be seen for a moment ^part from the biblical and sexual en
vironments, for both arenas are are full of passion. Passion blinds minds.
Two people, a “couple,” are either married or dating to see if marriage
is the "right thing to do." This last phrase refers to testing compatibility.
Compatible people are able to live and work together without constant
tension. In terms of marriage this is best achieved in intimacy. Intimacy
is achieved in different ways. Through close physical contact a couple
may feel a strong bond. Through analysis of goals and philosophies a cou
ple may feel a unity of purpose, a lack of strife. Ideally, I think a combina
tion of the two is best. But too often the first bond, the sexual bond, is felt
before the philosophies have been aired. It is not uncommon to hear of
divorces that occurred shortly after marriage because of "incompatibility."
These couples did not know each other beyond a physical sense. Dating
couples should be careful, then, to be sure that philosophies do not con
flict.

By Stephen P. Roberson
Should the Christian and non-Christian date or marry? I believe that
scripture, reason, and experience all say "no." For the sake of explanation,
1 would first look at the argument concerning marriage, and then at the
practice of dating as it relates to marriage.
The concept of marriage between a Christian and non-Christian must
be based on one of two misunderstandings. The first of these is the failure
to understand the Biblical institution of marriage. Contrary to what
Hollywood might have us believe, marriage is not an agreement whereby
two people use each other to satisfy their own selfish needs. Rather, mar
riage was instituted so that man and woman might become one, apparent
ly for the pursuit of a common goal. When God says, "I will make a suitable
helper for him,” (Gen 2:18), the emphasis is not on fulfilling needs, but on
supplying help. "Help" carries the understanding of a common goal.
- God's reason for making man and wife one is explained in Malachi
2:15, “Because He was seeking godly offspring." To believe that the nonChristian can help raise godly children is to believe that he can exert an in
fluence that he does not possess.
The idea of this mixed marriage is also clearly hopeless in the light of
2 Cor. 6:14-18. Though Paul does not mention marriage here, he is em
phatic that the believers not be yoked with unbelievers. He draws the line
between them as one between Christ and Belial, the temple of God and
idols.
'
- .C jj
The second misunderstanding that allows this intermarriage is a
failure to understand Christianity in general. The Christian must have
Christ as his top priority, which, by definition, the non-Christian cannot
do. While the couple may have other things in common, for the Christian,
these are all subordinated to his number one priority in Christ. Consider
Mat. 6:24, "No man can serve two masters." To argue against this point is
to argue against the definition of the word “lord."

A h a rd a n d fa s t ru le m ig h t n o t be as easy
to fin d fo r dating.
A hard and fast rule might not be as easy to find for dating. The Bible
doesn't mention dating directly, but a relationship can be drawn between
dating and the institution of marriage. I would like then to look at dating
from three perspectives.
First, consider dating as spouse-hunting. At Olivet, when professors
joke about finding husbands and then The Glimmerglass fills with letters in
May, from seniors who never expected to graduate as singles, we must ad
mit that there is some pressure to find a good Christian mate. Women's lib
has not yet affected our conservative denomination enough to allow many
of our young ladies to see themselves as anything other than an extension
of some man. This can be tragic where Christian girls outnumber guys.
But the answer is not to use dating as a tool for evangelism. I've often
seen a Christian girl too much in love to consider her beau's spiritual con
dition. Such a marriage usually handicaps her spiritual life. An alternative
might be to encourage group activities to relate to non-Christians without
isolating couples in situations that might compromise the Christian's prin
ciples. At the same time, group activities could allow more opportunity for
young people to develop their interests. The person who has developed
his or her interests is much better prepared both to look for a spouse and
to be one.
The second view of dating is this: T m not looking for a spouse, but if I
fall in love, 111 get married.* This group probably includes most of us. In
this case, consider the basic human needs for love and acceptance, as well
as the self-esteem for those who have been raised to believe that they are
nobody until somebody marries them. A faith that has not been tested and
proven will probably be denied for such basic needs. Therefore,
whenever marriage is a concern or a possibility, mixed dating is out of the
question.
The final category is that of the strong Christian whose faith has been
proven. There is no reason why this person could not date nonChristians; but as a matter of practical advice, don't count yourself among
this small group. Most Nazarene young people I know have enough trou
ble maintaining their standards with other Nazarenes, not to mention nonChristians. And one word from the voice of experience, when faith is
great enough to keep Christ first, the pain will be great also.
In summary, intermarriage of Christians and non-Christians is
definitely out and such dating, though not intrinsically wrong, is
dangerous at best..

. The Christian partner in this setting
invariably would feel the pressure
of dual loyalties, split between
self and spouse.
Now, back to the environments of the original discussion. The
philosophies mentioned can be identified either as Christian or nonChristian. In a "mixed" couple, only sexual intimacy could be achieved.
There lies too great a possiblity for philosophical tension. Compatibility
would be strained in marriage. The Christian partner in this setting in
variably would feel the pressure of dual loyalties, split between self and
spouse. Loyalty to God or to Scripture should not enter in: to deny this is
to shift responsibility away from self.
A final solution to the problem may be found in answering these ques
tions: "Can compatibility and intimacy be achieved between two people
who have different philosophies (that is, Christian and non-Christian)? Is
the intimacy or the philosophy more important?"

ONC VOICES

/ Should Christians date and/or marry non-Christians?
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TONY BEVILLE
Junior
Sullivan, Indiana

JIM SPRINGER
Senior
Bourbonnais, Illinois

TERRY FISHER
Freshman
Clare, Michigan

MELISSA McCAFFRY
Freshman
Evansville, Indiana

BRENDA HANSON
Sophomore
Arnegard, North Dakota

Date anyone you like, how
ever, don't delude yourself into
thinking of it as some sort of mis
sionary work. While religion is im
portant, it is not the only factor in
interpersonal interaction. Also, in
the event of marriage, the religious
indoctrination of the children
should be agreed upon before start
ing a family.

A Christian should not marry a
non-Christian for these reasons: 1.
The non-Christian would be a bad
influence on the spouse; 2. It is bas
ed on Biblical scripture.

No, it is an unwise choice to
date a non-Christian. The Christian
must be strong and firm: their
spiritual life will fall due to com
promising with the non-Christian.
Marrying a non-Christian will
cause a big split among members of
the family.

To compromise and allow a
I feel that dating or marrying a
non-Christian to play such a vital
non-Christian is very wrong. Not
only does it go against Biblical prin i part of your life is in essence saying
you love them more than you love
ciples, but you run many risks with
God and it would then be practical
your own Christianity and your
spiritual potential.
ly impossible to maintain a strong
Christian consistency in your
lifestyle.
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SPO RTS

Tigers find victory at last
By Bryan Woodcock
Saturday's visit by Northeast-,
ern Illinois was just what the doc
tor ordered for an ailing Olivet
Nazarene College football team.
The remedy for ONC, which
was 0-6 and a victim of three
straight shutouts going into the
game, was in the form of a Rob
Zimbelman-led 41-6 defeat of the
Golden Eagles at Ward Field.
This was the first game the
Tigers scored in since a 30-6 home
loss to Illinois Benedictine October
5, and the Olivet crowd showed its
appreciation by storming the field
after the final horn.
"Right now this is our season,"
said a relieved Olivet Coach Ken
Richardson. “It is a big one and we
are very pleased."
Then he added, "Zimbelman
was the key. He is a gutsy kid.
Zimbelman, of Central fame,
, was the doctor for ONC’s attack as
he was 14-of-24 passing for 243
yards and four touchdowns. He
also ran for a TD.
The Tigers led 28-0 at the half
and a large portion of the credit
belongs to the freshman QB, who
passed for 208 first-half yards and
was instrumental in ail three
scores.
- The first two touchdowns
came on passes of 41 and 46 yards
to freshman Shannon Parison and
sophomore Jim McClellan respecfively. On both plays Zimbelman
hung in the pocket to make the
throw despite intense pressure.
"On the first two touchdown
passes he (Zimbelman) knew he

was going to be hit, but he did a defensive secondary.
■super job," said Richardson. 'The
Northeastern (1-7) did set up its
first touchdown pass was an audi only score on a pass play, a 32-yard
ble.
connection on a fake punt in the
"I knew he was capable of fourth quarter. The Golden Eagles
those kind of plays, that is why a scored two plays later on an
recruited him."
11-yard run by Ladar Jones.
Accounting for the halftime
But Doctor Zimebelman made,
margin was a seven-yard jaunt by his last series count by hooking up
Zimbelman midway through the with Herrmann again for a 17-yard
second period.
scoring pass which made it 34-6.
On the next Tiger series,
"Scoring first helped us after
being 0-6/ said. Richardson. "The Bishop McNamara grad Jim Savoie
kids have bounced back and that is entered as the Tiger QB. Savoie's
■first play was a handoff to senior
an encouragement to me."
Senior co-captain Mike Phelps Rick Lashley who ran 48 yards for
was also quick to praise his team the game's final score.
mates. "Even in losing the team has
Lashley led the Tigers in rush
never given up," he said. T h e at ing with 102 yards on 14 carries.
T h e kids have a taste of winn
titude has been great."
ing," said Richardson. "Next week
The ONC defense, spearhead is a game we can win, but we can't
ed by Phelps, continually came up take anything for granted."
with the big play or benefited by a
The Tigers travel to Mequon,
Northeastern penalty. The Golden
Eagles were whistled eight times Wise., Saturday for a game against
Concordia College.
for 100 yards.
Olivet would probably like to
The Golden Eagles also threw
forget its Homecoming game on
three interceptions, including one
October 19 against Loras. The
to Todd Fry that led to a Zimbelman-to-Tom Herrmann touch-, Duhawks ranked 13th in the na
tional NAIA poll at the time, beat
down pass from 18 yards out in the
Olivet by* a 35-0 count.
third quarter.
Loras was led by quarterback
"We kept pressure on them all
Davie Dietz, who passed for 273
day and didn't make as many
yards and four touchdowns.
mistakes," .said Richardson. "Mike
Phelps (five solo tackles, five
On October 26, ONC traveled
assists) really gave them pressure.”
to Davenport, Iowa to face the Bees
'But Richardson was also quick of St. Ambrose, rated 12th in the
to praise the defensive work of NAIA at the time. The Bees cruised
Darin Steen (eight solos, 11 assists, to a 62-0 victory behind the 250
ru s h in g
an d
fo u r
one interception), Don Pallissard y a rd s
(nine solos, four assists), and his touchdowns of Bob Jurevitz.
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Wrestling team looking toward championship
By Dan Meador
Single-leg takedown, a quick
cradle and a pin! The intense action
of wrestling is just around the cor
ner as Olivet’s men's wrestling
team begins its quest for the na
tional championship.
This quest for success will be
led by coaches Bob Drebenstebt
and Larry Watson. Together they
have built the wrestling program
in;o a traditionally succesful link of
Olivet's intercollegiate program.
The merits of past excellence are
evident in Birchard Fieldhouse,
through the abundant display of

championship banners and victory
trophies. . One banner missing,
however, is the National Christian
College Association (NCCA) cham
pionship which has eluded ONC
since its inauguration of wrestling.
In 1982, ONC placed second in the
tournament, but has never come
closer.
This could be the year to bring
home this banner. According to
Coach Drebenstebt, "With a strong,
healthy ten-man line-up we should
win 90 percent of our matches."
This should include the NCCA
championship which this year will

be hosted by ONC on March 3, centage of the guys having two to
1986.
three years' experience."
This prediction wilt count on
Teams to beat this year include
several key wrestlers who should Wabash, Valparaiso, Olivet (Mich
provide excellent leadership for igan), Milikin and Drake. This
this year's team. They include last season will vary from last years' as
year's MVP Reagan Kling, Bob the bulk of the schedule will center
Waskow, Bob Manville and Kevin on tournaments instead of dual
Alsvig.
meets.
Other wrestlers to watch in
Olivet will host their own Tiger
clude transfers Ron Murphy and Invitational December 13 and 14,
Glen Smith and California product and participate in the Wheaton In
Tim Almodovar.
vitational, Elmhurst Invitational,
Coach Drebenstebt states, T h e and Monmouth Invitational, among
main asset on our team will be the
maturity level, with a large per-

Lady netters wind up tough season
By Brett Frankhauser
T h » women's tennis team fin
ished their hard-luck season with a
tough 7-2 loss to Concordia Col
lege.
Olivet's final record was 1-8,
which is actually misleading. Dur
ing the season, five games were
cancelled because of bad weather.
Those games would have been
against teams in the same division
as Olivet, but as it turned out, the
team was forced up against NCAA
Division II teams.
"Coach Doenges wasn't real
pleased with the team scoring as a
whole, but as. of our individual
play, our scores in some matches
were fine," said Candy Bauer. She
also commented on the losses to
the Division II teams. T h ey were
very tough to play against, and
with the cancelled games not being
rescheduled, it was just too hard on
us."
Senior Beth Brillhart, who sat
out last season, said that this year's
team was stronger that when she
played her sophomore year. "Even,
though the teams we played were
tough, I still think we were
stronger and played well with who
we went up against," said Beth. She
also said that freshmen Jill Duerksen and Rena Jones did very well.
“Jill did very well when she took
over for Jenni Hudson, who has

been out of action, and should be
very good next year. As for Rena,
she showed a lot of agressiveness
and has a lot of talent."
The team finished off the
season in the NAIA tournament. In
the singles matches, Candy Bauer

H

others. Olivet's first meet will be
November 16, at Blackbym Col
lege.
Wrestling demands the athlete
to be quick, strong and intelligent.
H is mind more than anything will
control the wrestler's destiny. Your
positive support of the wrestling
team through attending the meets
and being supportive in words will
strengthen this mental determina
tion in our wrestlers to be cham
pions for Christ.

Nazarene Federal Credit Union
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was the only one to make it out of
the first round. She made the semi
finals and then lost. Then in the
doubles competition the duet of
Brillhart-Bauer reached the semi
finals, where they were beat in
three sets.

Have you ever had an
experience that made you
feel like a turkey?
Well, type it up (1 page, double-spaced)
and submit it to The Glimmerglass,
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November 21 issue.
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Hodge predicts good season
AS I SEE IT
By Bryan Woodcock
Sometimes one game can erase part of the frustration felt during
a dismal season.
For Olivet's football team that game came last Saturday against
Northeastern Illinois. In the win, the Tigers put 41 points on the
board after scoring a total of 29 in the first six games.
Admittedly the Golden Eagles weren't a powerhouse, as they
came into the game with a 1-6 record. Their lone win came October
19 in a 7-0 defeat of Eureka College.
Eureka dropped ONC from its 1985 schedule after being
defeated by the Tigers each of the past six years. It would have been
nice for Olivet to play Eureka this year, after facing tough schools
such as DePauw, Alma, Loras and St. Ambrose. After nearly upset
ting St. Ambrose last year, the Bees showed no kindness to the
Tigers in a 62-0 defeat October 26.
The Tigers were slow to recover from the loss according to
Coach Ken Richardson. "This week (before the NI game) was pro
bably the roughest. I was concerned about their attitude, but by
Wednesday and Thursday they started coming back. It would have
been easy for them to go through the motions, but they came out to
play. All of their hard work and effort has paid off.”
T h ere are no words to describe it," said an elated Mike Phelps
after the win. "The attitude has been better this year. People haven't
quit."
Olivet won a battle Saturday, but the war has just begun for the
football program. It is time for football to be taken seriously at
Olivet.
When Mike and Marty Phelps played as freshmen in 1982 the
team was 7-3 and nationally ranked by the NAIA. Since then the
Tigers have posted records of 4-6, 3-7 and at best 2-6 this year.
The Tigers have just nine upperclassmen (sue seniors, three
juniors) on the 1985 roster. Why are players quitting after one or
two years?
. . .
A program can't expect stability if it is constantly playing
freshmen and sophomores. Seasoned upperclassmen are the key to
success on the field.
The first person to receive the. blame in a situation like this is
the coach. But is it fair to expect Richardson to build a team when
he had no full-time coaching help until the arrival of Brian Baker
this year?
The hiring of Baker is a step in the right direction. Freshman
quarterback Rob Zimbelman is another plus. Zimbelman continues
to improve, and he should develop into an excellent college QB.
The Tigers also have plenty of underclassmen who are seeing a
lot of action and could be the nucleus of a fine time down the road.
But if the Tigers ever hope to compete with teams like Loras and St.
Ambrose, they are going to have to attract some good recruits to the
school and keep them here.
This won't be an easy job for the coaching staff for tw o reasons;
ONC doesn’t have a winning tradition, and the athletic facilities are
far from first-rate.
The selling point to the kids will have to be the fact that Olivet
is dedicated to building its football program into a competitor.
Before ONC can make that pitch, it needs to decide if it is true.

T h a t is what we have, sprinkled
By Bryan Woodcock
Some returning players mixed with some freshmen."
Hodge also has two returning
in with some talented freshman,
give Olivet Nazarene basketball sophomores in forward Keith
Coach Ralph Hodge reason for op Holderman (5 ppg) and Steve Fry,
while the newcomers are Jeff
timism.
Hodge returns five starters and
Prather (Cincinnati, OH), Brooks
nine lettermafn from last year's Koble (Syracuse, IN), Greg Roat
15-13 team, which qualified for the
(Havana, IL) and Dave DeFries
NAIA District 20 playoffs and was
(DeMotte, IN).
"Koble and Prather should
one of eight teams to advance to
the National Christian College make significant contributions im
mediately," said Hodge. T h ey are
Athletic Association Tournament
going to have to since we have two
in Chattanooga, Tenn.
Seniors returning for ONC are starters out."
Hodge is referring to injured
center Todd Leander (14.3 points
per game, 6.9 rebounds) Mguard Davis (broken foot) and Metcalf
(torn achilles tendon). It is hoped
Steve Davis (10.1 ppg), Kenton
Hasselbring (8.9 ppg), and Rod Davis will be back by December,
while Metcalf is a week-to-week
Thill (2.8 ppg).
“One thing we are real excited case.
Filling in for Davis at point
v about is a healthy Kenton Hassel
bring," said Hodge. “Last year he guard will be Brooks. "Brooks is a i
fine athlete and does a good job,"
had a severe ankle sprain, but I feel
said Hodge. "But it will take him
he is back to playing where he was
time to adjust to thè college game."
as a sophomore."
But Hodge feels that with the
Returning juniors are guard
Dennis Metcalf (12.2 ppg), forward younger players getting experience
Jeff Tucker (10.3 ppg, 5.3 re early in the year, the team will be
that much stronger when Davis
bounds) and forward Rob Collins
and Metcalf are at full strength.
(7.8 ppg, 4.5 ppg).
“We're hoping in December,
“Y ou can grow and win with
juniors and seniors," said Hodge. January and February to be a better

First intramural series come to close
By Bryant Williams
Intramural athletics are under
a full head of steam as two cham
pionships have been decided and
others will be settled in the coming
weeks.
Men's softball saw the Bobcats
and Cougars tie for first place with
7-3 records, while the Panthers
were a game back at 6-4. The Lions
and Wildcats finished deadlocked
in fourth at 4-6, while the Jaguars
ended up at 2-8.
The post-season tournament
was taken by the Cougars who de
feated the upstart Lions 14-9. That
victory gave the Cougars, the
overall crown in softball.
The Homecoming 5-K run was
held and Michael Ulrich -of the

Soccer has
best season
By Bill Burdine
The ONC soccer team con- s
tinues to win, as it has kicked its
way to an' 8-10-0 record, which is
the best ever for ONC soccer. The
Tigers are within reach of finishing
the season with a winning record—
a goal Coach Jones set for the team
before the season began.
On October 12, the Tigers de
feated Monmouth College 3-1. Rich
Rowland had two goals and
T ak afu m i Y agim a had one.
Rowland also had an assist, and
Britt Caray had five goalie saves.
Next the Tigers faced Niles
College and won by an impressive
9-0 score. The offense was headed
by Lance Elson who had three
ijoals, Stu Boice, Dave Muschott
and Jim Misicwicz each had two.
Muschott and Misicwicz also had
one and two assists, respectively.
But the Tigers played unde
feated National College and lost
7-0. Goalies Britt Caray and Todd
Chatman combined for eight saves.
The Tigers were also defeated by
Moody Bible. Despite the twelve
saves by Caray, Moody still won
6-3. Elson, Mike Arrington and
Boice had one goal each. Boice also
had an assist, as did Rowland and
Muschott.
Olivet then faced Findlay Col
lege. That game resulted in a 2-2
overtime tie. Boyce had both goals
for the Tigers and Muschott had an
assist. Todd Chatman had 13 goalie
saves.
Olivet continued •the losing
skid against Mt. Vernon where the
Tigers lost a tough 3-1 game. Elson
had the only goal and Caray had 14
goalie saves.
Then once again the offense ex
ploded with a 6-0 victory over Bluf-

team because of this," said Hodge.
"We are close to being there if you
win with experience."
But Olivet hasn't loaded the
schedule with patsies in order to
post another winning record. This
year ONC plays five NCAA Divi
sion II teams, including traditional
powerhouse Kentucky Wesleyan,
and one Division I team in Chicago
State University.
"I think the schedule provides
us the chance to develop our fu ll'
potential," said Hodge. "Regardless
of the scores or our record, we are
looking to develop to our fullest.
'W e hope to be competitive
and learn something from the good
teams we play. We have to develop
to the point where we upset those
people who are favored to beat us."
The Tigers will play a 28-game
schedule kicking it off with the
Cedarville Tournament (Ohio) on
November 15 and 16. In January
the Tigers will make their tradi
tional California trip, where they
will face California Baptist and
Biola College.
W e must develop team chem
istry to win," said Hodge. W e
aren't talented enough to win on
two or three people."

Bobcats dominated the f i e l d l
finishing in a time of 15:14.3,
beating his nearest competitor by
41 seconds. Ulrich’s teammate
John Juneman took fifth in 16:58.9,
while Mike McDorman of the
Lions was sixth with a 17:06.9. The
Bobcats won the men’s overall
while the Jaguars and Cougars
followed in second and third
respectively.
In the Women's 5-K, Pamela
Tremain of the Wildcats was
almost a minute better than her
closest competitor. Tremain ran a
22:29.8, beating Debbie Laninga of
the Panthers who finished in
23:21.1. Melody Ulrich of the
Jaguars took third with a time of
23:53.5. The team standings found
the Wildcats taking first, Jaguars
second and Panthers third.
The women have completed
the first round of their volleyball
schedule, and the Bobcats (gold)
find themselves in first place with
an 8-1 record. They are followed by

the Lions at 7-2 while the Bobcats
(purple) and the Jaguars (purple)
were two games back at 6-3.
They are followed by the
Jaguars (gold) and Panthers (gold)
at 4-5. The rest of the teams in
order are the Cougars (purple),
Wildcats, Cougars (gold) and Pan
thers (purple).
After two weeks of play in the
Men’s Volleyball league there is a
three-way tie for first place. The
Lions, Wildcats, and Bobcats (pur
ple) all have 3-1 records. The
Jaguars (purple) and Panthers are
deadlocked in second at 2-2. The
Jaguars (gold), Cougars and Bobcats
(gold) round out the standings.
The Flag Football season is two
weeks old and the Cougars #1 and
#2 are atop the league with perfect
2-0 marks. The Lions, Bobcats #1
and #2 are in second with 1-1
records. The Jaguars are alone in
last place, looking for their first win
after two losses.

•C O U P O N '

“ THE BIG SANDWICH”
BEST DEALS IN TOW N
ON THE BEST EATIN’ ALL AROUND
f

448 S. Main - Bourbonnais
1515 W. Court - Kankakee .
575 S. Schuyler - Kankakee
S o c c e r te a m lo o kin g sharp.

ton. Boyce, Elson and Muschott
had two goals each to lead the at
tack. The goalie combination of
Caray and Chatman had only nine
saves, which is a good sign that the
Tigers' defense is really playing
good ball.
Overall the Tigers have given
up only 56 points and have scored
63. This is the first time a soccer
team has scored more goals than
they have given up.
This is a record-breaking year
not only for the team, but also for
some players. Lance Elson (20) and
Stu Boice (15) have both broken the
school record for most goals in a
season. And Boice also broke the
record for most assists in a season
with 11.
Coach Jones says of a winning
season, "It's a step in the right direc
tion." He then goes on to say that

“because of the good record this
year, we have some good recruits'
for next year."
Coach Jones also feels that
since the Tigers are losing only two
seniors, Boice and Greg Brown,
they will have a mature team for
next season.

TYPISTS
$500 weekly
at home!
Write:
P.O. Box 975
Elizabeth, NJ 07207

Buy a
Chicken Sandwich
Get one FREE
Good at all participating Hardee’s.
Please present this coupon before
ordering. One coupon
per customer, please.

ttaedeer
This Coupon
not good in combination with
any other offers.

Offer expires 11-20-85
■(COUPON ii
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PERSONALS
Christinas '86 - Can't wait!
Sannon, you're my favorite word
mixer-upper. And best friend too!
Love, Snusie
Confused about life? Ask Klarence
Bjerk! Send questions to Klarence
Bjerk, c/o The Glimmerglass, b ox 24
Glimmerglass staff, you're the great
est!
Jay

Brian, I miss your sparkling blue
eyes!
Sharon

Vicki - Thanks for 3 wonderful
years! Each day gets better than the
one before! Happy Anniversary.
Tim

Hey Glow Worms - keep lighting
up that sky!
A fellow Glow Worm

Mike - Thanks for all the happiness
you've brought me this last year. I
love you.
Jill

To the best harem two Arabs could
ever have! Don't forget to slop the
camels.
Habib and Ralph

To Blondie - my what a bouffant!
Get a haircut.
Brownie
Billy and Dave - you guys are the
best little brothersTiTthe world! We
love y o u nerds to death!!
L o v e,
Your
B ig
S is te r s
D.S.H. - You are wonderful! You've
;eks the best. I
made the past few weeks
i
u j
i_ i
love ya, handsome hunk.
XOXO
unk. x
l
■
N.A.H

r

THINK POSITIVE KIM WHET
STONE.
M.
J J * f lms are sweatin8 for you
Ellen,
P.S.
------------- ,-------------J.E, 1-4-3 from J.S,
HR
v ,
i t .
Milton, You re so special. I love
„ .. / I
H
n|K |
you!! Cant wait for 5/17/86,
Cindy

JACQUELINE

"

ft

1

FINE GIFTS & ANTIQUES
CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE
November 16-17
10% DISCOUNT with I.D.

932-0079
NEW CHRISTMAS HOURS AS OF NOV. 1
Open until 9:00; Open Sunday 12-4

L.

Bernie, you’re my "ONE AND ON
LY." I love you forever. 1-4-3, 7-24.
Love, Chuck
To the sheep - You're one super
person. I'm glad to have you on the
bottom bunk.
..
Love, Pum
Donna Rae, You're the one super
roommate! Thanks for putting up
with everything and being a "sec
ond R.A.”
Love, Bethany
Bruce, just checking to see if you
read the personals. Have a great
day!
Love ya, Sue
Blue Spruce, Thanks, I'm motiva
ted!
S.K.S.
Silly: I love you with all my heart.
Thanks for being so neat.
Love, The Goof
Boney, I love ya very much. If it is
God's will, either ’88 or '89. You are
very huggable, loveable and
kissable. Thanks for being there.
Baby doll
Bean, Cookie, Penrod and Bill
You're the most awesome friends
in the whole wide world - I love
you.
Chippy
Randy, Danut and M ik ey Thanks for making this my
best school year yet. Love your
guts!
Christi Rae

s g ra ffi

rome/
HEADQUARTERS
538 S. Main (across from Chicago Dough Co.) • Bourbonnais
Call 939-4344 for appointment

THE OPEN LINE

with
Klarence
Bjerk
Dear K.B.:
There is something I've been wondering about. We’ve had
two speakers that have talked about rock music and have
told how we shouldn't be listening to it. Yet, we still play this
type of music in Ludwig Center and at school activities.
Shouldn't the example be set in these areas rather than be
broken?
Rock-Shocked
Dear Shocked:
Grandma Bjerk once said, "You can't hear the alarm clock for
the music." Maybe if we played the music soft enough so that
nobody could hear it, it would be all right. Then again, they say that
if a smoker never exhaled nobody would know he smoked.
I think your best bet may be an investment in earplugs. The ad
vantages of this could be two-fold: First, you wouldn't be subjected
to the music. Secondly, you wouldn't have to listen to the freshmen
every time they whine.

Dear K.B.:
I'm told that unless I wear designer fashions, eat caviar,
and listen to Frank Sinatra, I will be a woman who lacks
finesse. What am I to do? I’m on a low budget, I can't stand
"Frankie," and McDonald’s is my kind of place. Will I ever be
a success?
Image is Everything
Your success depends on what translation you use. It seems
that it says somewhere that "alligators on the shirt ineaneth hot
times for a long time."
I think your’success depends mainly on your choices. Take my
hat, for instance. You’d never be able to tell that I got it from K-Mart
on blue light special. It only goes to show: He who maketh wise pur
chases fools the crowd.

Dear K.B.:
There is a guy I'd like to be more than friends with. The
problem is this: He keeps asking me for advice on how to ask
other girls out. It's driving me crazy! What do I do?
Frustrated Friend
Dear Frustrated:
Tell the old boy that needs to practice the art of asking girls out
and that you are an excellent person for him to use as a guinea pig.
Once he asks you, make him respond by asking where you're going
and what all you are going to do.
Once he answers these questions, tell him that it all sounds fun
and that you'd really like to go. I think the word for this day is “con
nive."
This word is especially true if you are a freshman and he is a
senior. If this is the case, chances are you'd have to connive to get
the date in the first place.

Dear K.B.:
No matter how you look at it, the weather in the
Kankakee area is the absolute worst. I've never seen a place
where it gets so humid, is so rainy, and is as all-around gross
as it is here. What’s the deal?
Lucille
Dear Lucille:
If it didn't rain so much, McClain (larking lot would never be a
mess. If it wasn't always humid, we wouldn't need air conditioners
in Chalfant Hall. If it wasn't so “all-around gross” the Olivet Beach
would be packed full every day.
Now would you want all that?
If you would like Klarence to share his great wealth of knowledge
with you, write:
Klarence Bjerk
c/o The Glimmerglass
ONC Box 24

20 %

OFF ALL SERVICES
Between 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Tuesday thru Friday

Only the finest
will do
at savings to you!

Reg. Price

Disc. Price

• STYLES

15.00 (M)
17.00 (F)

12.00
13.60

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

• HAIRCUTS

8.00 (M)
9.00 (F)

6.40
7.20

HOURS: 8:30 to 6 daily; 8:30 to 5 Saturday

• PERMS
• COLOR
• HIGHLIGHTING

Call or stop in for prices
and Free Consultation

ONC I.D. REQUIRED
Not valid with other discounts or promotions

Cash & Carry

W e're rig h t c lo s e to c a m p u s !

.from

FLOWERS, GIFTS
A N D ANTIQUES
2 1 0 0 E. M aple • Kankakee • 933-2295
515 S. M ain • Bourbonnais • 932-0453

